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WHEN EPB WAS FOUNDED IN 1935, WE BEGAN WITH A MISSION TO IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE AND TO HELP GROW OUR LOCAL ECONOMY.

That mission continues in 2017, with every employee committed to serving our customers and community with high quality, reliable services that meet their expectations.

Now in our 82nd year, EPB continues to pioneer new technologies and deliver innovative services that fulfill our long-standing mission. Our teams continue to enhance Chattanooga’s smart grid to ensure the homes and businesses we serve remain energized, even during severe weather events. We also continue to update cutting-edge fiber optic technology to work so that our customers enjoy superior Internet, video and phone services.
WHILE SERVING OUR CUSTOMERS IS WHAT MATTERS MOST, EPB HAS RECEIVED MANY ACCOLADES AND A GREAT DEAL OF POSITIVE MEDIA. A REVIEW OF THE 2016/2017 FISCAL YEAR IN NUMBERS DEMONSTRATES OUR CONTINUED COMMITMENT TO OUR MISSION.

EPB ELECTRIC POWER

24,079,078
CUSTOMER OUTAGE MINUTES REDUCED OR AVOIDED

SINCE IMPLEMENTING SMART GRID AUTOMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPROVEMENT IN ANNUAL CUSTOMER OUTAGE MINUTES</th>
<th>IMPROVEMENT IN AVOIDING CUSTOMER INTERRUPTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANNUAL OPERATIONAL SAVINGS

- METER READINGS: $2,000,000
- DEMAND CHARGES: $2,500,000
- FIELD SERVICES: $700,000

REDUCED 3,400 TONS OF CO2 EMISSIONS.

Environmental benefits include:
- reduced road miles driven
- enhanced power demand management
- power factor improvement

EPB ended the fiscal year with more than 170,000 Electric Power customers and more than 91,000 EPB Fiber Optics customers.
# EPB Fiber Optics

## 4K Ultra HD TV

**EPB Became One of the First in the U.S. To Offer 4K Ultra HD Channels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More Than 100 EPB2Go Networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPB customers can access more than 100 networks anywhere they go on any mobile device.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GREW Total Fiber Optics Customers To 91,411</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7,155 Commercial Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84,256 Residential Customers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More than 9,800 of our EPB Fiber Optics customers had subscribed to 1-gigabit and higher Internet and data services, as of the end of fiscal year 2016-2017.
COMMUNITY

1,703 ESCORE ENERGY CHECKUPS
A FREE HOME INSPECTION PROGRAM THAT GIVES CUSTOMERS GUIDANCE AND INCENTIVES FOR MAXIMIZING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

141 ENTRIES RECEIVED IN EPB’S 13TH ANNUAL BLACK HISTORY MONTH POETRY CONTEST.

206 NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS SPONSORED BY EPB

EPB promoted Hodgen Mainda to Vice President of Community Development.
GREENER POWER GENERATION IS IMPORTANT TO OUR CUSTOMERS. THAT’S WHY EPB TEAMED UP WITH TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY (TVA) TO CONSTRUCT CHATTANOOGA’S FIRST COMMUNITY SOLAR PROJECT, SOLAR SHARE.

Located along Holtzclaw Avenue at EPB’s Distribution Center, the massive array of over 4,400 solar panels is expected to generate nearly 1.4 megawatts of renewable energy – enough to meet the power needs of roughly 130 average households per year.

Best of all, Solar Share provides an easy alternative for EPB customers to enjoy the environmental benefits of solar power without the risk, hassle or expense of constructing and maintaining a solar array of their own. Customers are being given multiple options for participating in Solar Share including the ability to license the output of one or more panels for 20 years. They can also license panels on a monthly basis. Through both options, customers will receive a credit on their monthly power bill equal to the amount of power generated by the number of panels they choose.

By participating in solar, customers are taking steps to offset the environmental impact of the energy they use — and helping achieve the common goal of a cleaner, brighter future right here at home.
THE POWER OF YOUR HOME’S ENERGY USE IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND.

These days, you can access just about everything you do right from your mobile device. And now, that includes monitoring your home’s electric service. Last year, EPB developed myEPB, a mobile app that gives customers real-time access to their energy use data by the hour, day or month – anytime, anywhere. In addition to monitoring their power use, customers can report power outages and receive push notifications on outages and restorations in their area. And, future plans include convenient access to both electric and fiber optics account summaries, mobile bill pay and more. The myEPB App is compatible with iOS and Android devices and is available for download free at the App Store.
Today’s consumers want products that can be tailored to meet their unique needs and lifestyle. In July of 2016, EPB Fiber Optics unveiled Fi TV Select, offering customers better choices and options for customizing their TV viewing experience.

**WITH FI TV SELECT, CUSTOMERS CHOOSE THE CHANNELS PACKAGE AND FEATURES PACKAGE THEY LIKE BEST. EVERYONE GETS HD AND VIDEO ON DEMAND TITLES. AND NOW THERE’S THE OPTION OF ADDING PREMIUM CHANNELS OR ADDITIONAL CHANNELS TO ANY PLAN.**

We also enhanced the viewing experience with new available features like the ability to rewind/replay live TV, a DVR that can record up to six HD channels at one time and an even sharper high definition picture with 4K Ultra HD quality. Thanks to the launch of Fi TV Select, EPB was one of the few television distributors in the nation to offer customers the opportunity to watch the Summer Olympics in 4K.

Combined with anytime mobile streaming on EPB2Go, Fi TV Select represents one more way EPB is responding to the ever changing landscape of entertainment options. In fact, Fi TV Select now accounts for nearly 13,000 of our more than 59,000 total television customers – including more than 6,300 legacy customers who’ve converted to the new platform.
HOSTED PHONE SOLUTIONS: INSTALLED 25,000TH OUTSIDE LINE.

EPB Fiber Optics commercial sales team achieved a significant Hosted Phone Solution milestone in 2017. With 1,600 Hosted Phone customers choosing EPB as their provider, we installed our 25,000th Hosted Phone line this year. This achievement makes EPB the 15th largest customer in the world for our third-party vendor, MetaSwitch. One secret to our success? Unlike other local providers, EPB is the area’s only “one-stop shop” for everything it takes to set up and maintain a commercial phone system – plus the training and ongoing support to help customers do business, even better.
PIONEERING THE SMART GRID OF THE FUTURE.

EPB’S SMART GRID DEVELOPMENT TEAM HAS PARTNERED WITH OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY SCIENTISTS SINCE OCTOBER 2014 TO PIONEER THE ELECTRIC SYSTEM OF THE FUTURE.

Our living laboratory is Chattanooga’s smart grid, a 9,000 mile fiber optic network connecting thousands of automated switches, sensors and smart devices that generate trillions of data points annually. This partnership enables us to participate in the Grid Modernization Lab Consortium, a U.S. Department of Energy initiative that leverages the resources from all of the national laboratories to develop and enhance the nation’s electric system.

Our team is conducting research in a number of areas. First, we’re working with state-of-the-art batteries to develop ways of reducing the community’s peak energy demand while enhancing power quality and reliability. We have also developed a software algorithm that stabilizes voltage to customers. Additionally, EPB is testing a variety of low cost sensors that we have deployed in some of EPB’s substations. The goal is to identify the best devices and practices to help ensure our electric system is operating at peak reliability and efficiency. These sensors also give EPB the ability to identify potential equipment failures and security issues in real time.
INNOVATION

SUPPORTING EDUCATION WITH ROBOTICS.

Innovation is driving advances in technology faster than ever, and we’re serious about preparing our community’s younger generation to meet tomorrow’s challenges. While automation, artificial intelligence and robotics will change the job market, our students must prepare for new careers and opportunities. That’s why EPB is partnering with educators to spark interest and cultivate skills in STEAM — Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts and Math curriculum.

In 2016, EPB helped students develop their robotics skills by providing students with mentorship opportunities and a practice field at our EPB Operations Center. In October, we hosted the first annual EPB Robo Expo. Hundreds of students from public, private and home schools were invited to showcase their STEAM skills by imagining, building and operating their own robots to perform a variety of tasks. The EPB Robo Expo also provided students the experience of competition, with some Chattanooga teens advancing to national robotics competitions.
SERVICE
MAINTAINING SERVICE RELIABILITY, NO MATTER WHAT.

CONSISTENTLY DELIVERING SERVICES TO THE CUSTOMERS WHO DEPEND ON US ISN’T JUST OUR JOB, IT’S A RESPONSIBILITY WE TAKE VERY SERIOUSLY. SO IN 2016, EPB CONSTRUCTED A DISASTER RECOVERY SITE TO HELP MAINTAIN RELIABLE FIBER OPTICS SERVICES FROM A REMOTE LOCATION IN THE EVENT OF A MAJOR DISRUPTION AT OUR HEAD END FACILITIES IN CHATTANOOGA.

A team of EPB operations experts built this state-of-the-art facility from the ground up to deliver redundant Internet and telephone services in the event of equipment failure. Since disruptions could occur as the result of natural or man-made disasters, the equipment building is anchored to a large concrete foundation strong enough to withstand a tornado. Plus, a 120-foot steel pole was installed to support a large static discharge array designed to reduce the impact of lightning strikes.

While initially intended to help ensure reliable Internet and telephone services, future plans include adding a fiber optic-based solution to provide redundancy for Fi TV service as well.
SERVING OUR CUSTOMERS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING WE DO.

When events over the past year raised questions among customers about EPB’s policy on Internet Privacy, we responded that EPB has always maintained a policy of never selling customer information like web site browsing history. But in the process, we also recognized an opportunity to communicate all of the ways EPB takes a neighborly approach to customer service. The EPB Customer Care Pledge became the cornerstone of a full-scale communications campaign.

THIS IS THE EPB CUSTOMER CARE PLEDGE:

- Internet privacy - we do not share or sell your web site browsing information or online content
- Internet without data caps or speed throttling
- Free installation and no contracts
- No hidden fees or surprise billing
- Neighborly customer service, 24/7/365 to serve you
EMPOWERING CUSTOMERS WITH A BETTER WAY TO BUDGET.

In 2016, EPB launched Pre-Pay Power which allows customers to pay for electricity before they use it. Much like a pre-paid cell phone or credit card, Pre-Pay Power enables customers to monitor their energy use and better budget for power expenditures.

With Pre-Pay Power, EPB sends customers text or email notifications to let them know their account balance, the average cost of power over the previous week, the number of estimated days remaining in their account and more. Customers can add money to their Pre-Pay account as often as they like.

In addition to eliminating security deposits, late fees and reconnection fees, Pre-Pay Power is designed to help customers pay for power on their own schedule. Since launching in April 2017, 400 power customers have switched to Pre-Pay Power.
STEWARDSHIP
HELPING CUSTOMERS IN NEED WITH HOME ENERGY UPGRADES.

AT EPB, OUR MISSION TO IMPROVE THE WELL-BEING OF OUR NEIGHBORS INCLUDES COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EFFORTS LIKE HELPING LOWER-INCOME FAMILIES GET MORE VALUE FROM THEIR HOME ENERGY USE.

This year, our Home Energy Upgrade team, in partnership with the U.S. Department of Energy’s Weatherization Assistance Program, and the Benwood, Lyndhurst and Footprint Foundations, completed 40 Home Energy Upgrades. Homeowners received upgrades to their HVAC systems, windows, doors, insulation and other enhancements. This resulted in our neighbors lowering their energy bills and realizing improved indoor air quality and health, and peace of mind. In addition, the savings these customers realized may allow them to budget household funds for the first time toward a savings account, education and other family necessities.
ENGAGING COMPANIES TO REDUCE POWER DEMAND.

EPB Power Savers is an innovative pilot program developed by our Key Customer Engineer group to engage manufacturers and commercial customers in helping to ensure that all of EPB’s customers continue to get reliable, low-cost energy during peak demand periods. The program gives our commercial customers financial incentives to reduce their loads when energy demands are at their highest. EPB shares the savings generated with the companies as they help alleviate the strain on our community’s power supply during these peak times.
FEWER OUTAGES, MORE WOOD CHIPS.

EPB’s Vegetation Management team helps to maintain reliable power for our customers while contributing to our company’s mission of environmental stewardship. Our crews trim about 1,300 miles of tree canopy along power lines each year, resulting in a 67% reduction in tree-caused outages since 2009. Additionally, we give away up to 60 tons of wood chips per week to our customers, instead of sending the material to landfills. The result is less landfill waste, less fuel burned and a lot of beautiful gardens and yards.
BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH.

On October 20, 2016, EPB came together with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to announced that Jeff Cornett had been designated to represent ORNL in establishing research partnerships with Chattanooga area companies. Based in an office at EPB’s headquarters building, Cornett is working with EPB and other local economic development partners to engage with local businesses and manufacturers who can benefit from research by top scientists at ORNL.

“EPB is delighted to partner with ORNL to bring world-class research expertise to bear for the benefit of our local companies,” said EPB Chairman Joe Ferguson. “Our knowledge of local business leaders and their companies has allowed us to help Jeff target his efforts to companies with the most likelihood of having relevant research needs. In the end, our goal is to leverage the incredible research capabilities at ORNL to help grow our local economy in support of EPB’s mission.”

This new partnership has already proven to be successful for a number of businesses. For example, ORNL scientists helped a manufacturer with a global presence solve a problem with materials that enhanced reliability and value to their customers. Additionally, Cornett and his partners have established relationships with 173 people in 32 companies. Currently, there are five companies preparing to launch new research projects.
This year, EPB helped accelerate a next-generation option for transportation around town by putting people in the driver’s seat of all-electric vehicles. Through a partnership with Green Commuter, TVA, CARTA and Prova Group, the eco-friendly and Green Commuter EV Car Share program makes 20 Nissan Leafs available for hourly and daily rental.

To help encourage interest in sustainable mobility and car sharing, three of the 20 Leafs are uniquely branded as EPB “Driving Change” EVs and are available at discounted rates. The Tennessee-made Leafs are available at charging stations located throughout the Chattanooga area, with a smartphone app that finds the nearest EV, makes the reservation and unlocks the vehicle.
A TOP PERFORMANCE IN ENERGY WASTE REDUCTION.

EPB’s Key Customer and Energy Services team continues to add value to our partnerships with commercial and residential customers. Their success with helping customers identify energy waste and incentives for investing in energy efficient solutions helped them earn TVA's EnergyRight Solutions Top Performer awards in five categories.

OUR TEAM HELPED INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMERS SAVE 3.99 GIGAWATTS OF ENERGY, AND OVERALL ASSISTED WITH SAVING 12.4 GIGAWATTS OF POWER FOR ALL OF OUR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS.
FINANCIAL SUCCESS
Both of EPB’s divisions delivered strong financial results during the 2016-2017 Fiscal Year. EPB Electric Power performed better than budget and the prior year with a positive net change in position of $7.4 million, which was $1.9 million better than budget. The division’s capital investment to build electrical infrastructure in support of new housing and business construction exceeded budget by $3.7 million; however, since these capital expenditures are driven by strong, local economic growth, they will translate into higher revenues in future years.

EPB Fiber Optics continued to outperform budget driven by continuing net increases in new subscribers for fiber optic services. In fact, the total number of EPB Fiber Optics customers grew to 91,411 households and businesses, a 9% increase over last fiscal year. As a result, EPB Fiber Optics revenues grew by more than 11% to $150.1 million, driving a change in net position of $27.9 million for the fiscal year.
HIGHLIGHTS OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE:

**STRONG DEBT MANAGEMENT:** EPB Fiber Optics is now debt-free. In addition, for the use of the fiber-to-the-home network, EPB Fiber Optics pays EPB Electric Power access fees and allocations that more than cover the cost of the electric system's capital debt service on an annual basis.

**LOWER POWER RATES:** Because EPB Fiber Optics pays such substantial allocations and access fees to EPB Electric Power, the electric system has been able to avoid a significant electric rate increase. As a result, all electric customers are enjoying lower electric rates regardless of whether they are EPB Fiber Optics customers or not.

**LARGEST LOCAL TAX PAYER:** EPB paid a combined total of $19.4 million to local governments, making EPB the largest contributor to local tax coffers.